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YbucouMbea lucky duck. 
Orasittinqduck. 

Find the five lost treasures of the 
universe and you’ll be a zillionaire. 
But watch your tail, Scrooge McDuck. 
Not even Huey, Dewey and Louie 
can protect you from 
all the daiigers you’ll 
face on this Nintendo 
adventure, as you 
travel from the 
Amazon to the moon. 

CAPCOM 
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YOU 
CAN BE A 

CHARTER 
SUBSCRIBER 

TO MAGNUS ROBOT FIGHTER 
THE GREATEST SCIENCE FiaiON 

SUPER HERO COMIC BOOK EVER CREATED! 

FREE inside issues#! through #8 you'lHind the Magnus Robot Fighter 
trading cord collection! These collectors-item cords ore printed in full color on 
heavy cord stock, and are illustrated by autstanding artists, including Terry 
Austin. Bret Blevins, Paris Cullins, Stan Drake, Mike Harris, Joe Kubert, Steve 
Leialona, Joe Rubinstein, Alan Weiss and other top names! 

SUBSCRIBE NOWm YOU'LL ALSO RECEIVE 
ABSOLUTELY FREE, THIS SPECIAL LIMITED PRINT-RUN 

COLLECTORS EDITION 
This special issue features the first appearance af Magnus's deadliest 
enemy. And the secret origin of the robot rebels that endanger the 
world of 400t. 

receive an exclusive bonus trading , □ YES! I WANT TO BE A CHARTER SUBSCRIBER TO MAGNUS ROBOT FIGHTER! 
card illustrated by the legendary I !2 ISSUES ONLY $2t.00 
Barry Windsor-Smith! It's free loo! | - 

I I'mpoyingby _state_ 
□MosterConl DVISA 



































MAY 24TH A NEW AGE OF MAN WILL DAWN 

S«LAR 
MAN 0 F T H E ATO M 
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Dear Mario People, 
I know Mario was the hero 

first, from DoiJtey Kong days, but 
I always play Nintendo with 
friends, so now, Luigi's always 
there, too. He's as much a hero as 
Mario, yet you make him seem 
like Mario's assistant sometimes. 
At times, he looks like a conniv¬ 
ing opportunist or just a clown. 

Still, your comic is inspiring. 
But, remember: Player 2's are 
people, too!! 

Chris Fahey 
Brooklyn, NY 

W?!o is this "Luigi” everyone's 
squawking about? For that matter, 
what's a "Player!"?? 

Dear Voyager Communications, 
1 first want to say thatyou guys 

are doing a terrific job. Your 
magazines are wonderful, and 1 
hope you start making more. 

Since you asked in the maga¬ 
zine if I had any ideas. I'll share a 
couple with you. I think if you 
make Mario 4, you should have 
Mario and Luigi together, like in 
the cartoons. They should talk, 
too. For example, after they've 
beaten a level, they should go 
home to rest and eat pizza. They 
also should be plumbers in the 
game. They should throw plung¬ 
ers instead of fireballs. 

One more thing. If possible, 
could I have a picture of some sort 
of Mario 3? I've looked all over 

and I still can't find anything. 
Keep up the good work! 

Amy Prenskas 
Chicago, IL 

Super Mario Bros. 4 is already in 
development, Amy, but its secret ele¬ 
ments are shroud^ in mystery! Your 
suggestions have been noted, however. 

Dear Mario and Luigi, 
I love your comics. But, to be 

blunt, I think Luigi is better than 
Mario. I've been thinking about it 
and to tell you the truth, Mario is 
nothing without Luigi. So, Mario: 
remember, you're nothing with¬ 
out Luigi! Ha! 

Diana Radd 
Chicago, IL 

P.S. You're not any good without 
Luigi, Mario! 

Luigi? Luigi who? 

Dear Mario and Luigi, 
I want to know if Super Mario 

Bros. 4 is Dr. Mario. 
In all the Mario comics, it's 

always either normal Mario or rac¬ 
coon Mario. Why don't you put in 
Frog Mario or Tanooki Mario, or 
Hammer Brother Mario or some¬ 
thing? And, why don't you put 
Wendy Koopa in next time? 

Frank Armeson 
Melbourne, FL 

Frog Mario is coming up next is¬ 
sue, and Wendy Koopa soon after that. 



Dr. Mario is not the same game as 
Super Mario Bros. 4, and the comic 
bookstories will bedifferent, too. Watch 
this column for further info! 

I would like your company to 
make a video game where the 
character is me (the person play¬ 
ing the game). 

1 read your Mario comic book, 
and 1 really liked it Will you put 
me in some type of game with 
Mario? I'd like to do battle against 
Koopa and his Koopa Kids. Hove 
Mario 3! 

Chris Camp 
Ballston Lake, NY 

Personalized video games? An 
interesting idea, Chris, but where does 
that leave this Luigi guy? 

Dear Mario Fans, 
You always show Mario and 

Luigi beating Koopa. Maybe you 
should show Koopa winning a 
battle. It gets boring always see¬ 
ing the good guys win. So far, 
you're doing a good job in your 

Bill Wampler 
Fairborn, OH 

Mario doesn 't always win. Bill. In 
fact, out of all the villains and oddballs 
Mario has battled, some say his most 
formidable foe has been Stanley the 
Talking Fish, introduced in this very 
issue! After meeting Stanley, few care 

about who wins or loses—all they care 
about is getting far, far away! 

Dear VALIANT, 
SUPER MARIO BROS, is too 

cool! I've been collecting ever 
since they came out. 

I would like more of yoiu sto¬ 
ries to have Luigi and the Koopa 
Kids. You've been great so far! 

A devoted (and demanding) 

Ian Hertel 
Eau Claire, WI 

P.S. Luigi is the tall guy with the 
moustache and green hat. 

Thanks for clearing up that Luigi 
question. Now, who are these Koopa 
Kids? 



^DQ|f with your poyment to: 
■r VOYAGER COMMUNICATIONS INC. 

65 CommcrH Rood, Stanford, CT 06902*4546 
F □ SUPER MAKlOmOS.® lEfesuesonlySia.OO 
' □ THE LEGEND OF ZIUA® 12 issues only SIS.DO 
□ NINTENDO COMICS SYSTEM* 12 issues only $18.00 
□ THE ADVENTURES OF THE 

SUPER MARIO BROTHERS* i2issuesonlvSI8.00 
(For Conodion orders, e«li lille, 12 issues only $23,001 

Get the behind-tbe-screens story! 
Your favorite NINTENDCJ* chorocters ore now op- 
pearing in their own comicsl 32 pages of full color, 

SUPER MARIO BROS.®-The world's favorite 
plumbers plunge Into actioni 
THE LEGEND OF ZELDA® - Swords, sorcery 
and elf-warrior heroicsl 
NINTENDO COMICS SYSTEM™ - Mario! 
Tatanga! Princess Daisyl And other greet 
Nintendo® stars from Game Boy™ and beyond! 
ADVENTURES OF THE SUPER MARIO 



COMING IN MARCH! 



XHlvSlf^PSo^S 

Yours truly is the only one who can see ‘em—so it’s up to me to stop ’em. I've gotta spraypaint 
things, get radical on my skateboard, and in general behave like a nuisance, man. It’s a good thin 
I’ve got the rest of the Simpsons to help me out. 

So if you’re a decent person, a patriot, save the Earth! Buy this game! 




